
Life-saving marine guzmo goes global

After a startl ing high number of deaths from

toxic gas in the marine industry, Adelaide

entrepreneur Shane Faulkhead is reaping rewards

from tackling the deadly hazard.

The Evrsafe Integrated Safety System -

lSS1040 - is the world's only marine multi-toxic

gas detection device which can be installed on

boats.

Carbon monoxide is a tasteless, odourless and

colourless gas. Exposure to C0 at either high or

cumulative low emission levels can cause brain

damage and death. Three years of research told

Shane many boats were fitted with devices which

could detect only one threat, or were inadequate

to cope with it.

The lSS1040 sensors installed in various areas

of a boat conneet to a central processing unit. lf

toxic gas is detected the system can monitor gas

levels, locate the problem source and alert the

crew Moreover, if no human intervention occurs

the system goes into automatic mode and starts

shutting down or turning on equipment - shutting

off fuel l ines or turning on exhaust fans.

With a background in electrical engineering

and electronics. Shane worked in the aviation

and marine industries before developing the

Evrsafe product and founding Evrsafe Marine

Technologies in 2005.

"Working in the aviation industry brought me

heavily into the electronics field and gave me

the understanding of  technologies and

im plementation of different technologies," Sha ne

says.

The product was launched in July 2007, and

rolled out progressively overseas.
"The United States - with about 21 mill ion

boats registered - and Europe take a large

proportion of the marine industry so this has

been our main target," he says.

"The US has taken to the product largely

because of their paranoia and concern with

safetv.

"lgnorance is the biggest hurdle. Everyone

knows about carbon monoxide poisoning but

nobody really wants to address it."

Evrsafe is now distributed to more than 105

countries, with plans to launch in Dubai, China

and further expansion in Europe set for 2008.

The product is made in SA using mostly

surface mount robot machinery. Very little work is

labour intensive.

"We are very fortunate in SA to have the

equipment here and to be able to keep prices

competit ive with China," says Shane.

"ln the future we may take some component

manufacturing offshore, but that depends on

where this product leads to and what other

development is needed."

Evrsafe recently won three prestigious design

and innovation awards - 2007 Category Winner

DAME awards; 2007 Winner IBEX Innovation

Award:and 2007 Commendation AMIF Innovation

Award.

"Since winning the awards lbel ieve the

company has been brought forward by three

years," Shane says.

"People we planned on speaking to in 2008

have already approached us."

Evrsafe is now in talks to supply its product to

various large vessel boat manufacturers, including

Italian luxury yacht manufacturer Azimut and

Australia's international pleasure boat builder,

Riviera.

Shane also plans to expand the Evrsafe product

range in the marine, mining or development

industries within the next two Years.

"l see mvself as a risk taker, but I knew this

was a product the world would require," says

Shane.

"We are very fortunate in Adelaide - we have

the best of the best here. SA is a good place and

a good hub for any form of development on this

magnitude."

The Evrsafe Integrated Safety System - lSS1040 - is the world's only marine
multi-toxic gas detec'tion device which can be installed on boats.


